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▶ Itinerary

East Part _ Departure on Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Pick-up from our selected hotel at around between 8.30am and
9.15am
1. Via Mt. Halla National Park Horse/Sheep Ranch Farm
(For short time Photo-taking only)
※ Not available on terribly snowy day or under road control due to
snow

2. Jeolmul Forest Park
: You will be able to enjoy your leisurely walking and rest in fresh air
and peaceful forest with wonderful view
※ Not available on terribly snowy day or under road control due to
snow (Alternatively Trick Art Museum will be visited)
3. Seongeup Folk Village in which local people live in real for over
600 year
: You will have insight into Jeju local traditional architectures with 600
years history

4. Lunch
: You will select your preference, either Jeju local Black Pork Bulgogi
or Bibimbab for vegetarian or Muslim tourists
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5. Women Diver Show at Seongsan Ilchulbong
: You will see Jeju local women divers show as Jeju’s distinctive local
culture. Jeju local government and national government are trying
Haenyeo (women divers) to be designated as UNESCO Cultural
Heritage and to be preserved for good as Jeju local culture.
※ This may not available depending on weather or local situation
6. Seongsan Ilchulbong (Sunrise Peak) as UNESCO Natural
Heritage
: As UNESCO natural heritage, the stunning view from the top will
inspire you and also you will see the second largest crater on top in
Jeju

7. Via Woljeong beach with café street

8. Manjang Cave
As UNESCO Natural Heritagge, Manjanggul Cave has a variety of
interesting structures inside including 70cm lava stalagmites and the
lava tube tunnels.
For preservation, only 1km of the 13,422m Manjanggul Cave is open
to the tourists.
Drop-off at our selected hotels or Dongmun local market at
between 5:30pm and 6:00pm

※ We will provide with quick photo-taking time so that you can enjoy the seasonal view by stopping
over seasonal spots with flowers
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▶ Itinerary

West & South Part _ Departure on Tue, Thurs, Saturday
Pick-up from our selected hotel at around between 8.30am and
9.15am
1. Via Mysterious Rd
: Illusion makes this road called Mysterious road. You will
experience your vehicle sliding down on uphill without vehicle engine
on.
※ This may not be available on Snowy days due to road control
2. O’Sulloc Green Tea Museum/Farm
(Innisfree Experience Shop)
: Visitors not only can enjoy a variety of unique o’sulloc teas and
deserts/sweeties, but also can relax in the indoor garden. You will be
also able to enjoy the views of the nearby green tea fields and the
surrounding landscape from outlook on the second floor.
Additionally, there is Innisfree experience shop which is one of
Korea’s major cosmetic brand. Visit of shop is for those who don’t
want green tea museum
※ For drink/sweeties/deserts, you will pay for it on your own

3. Spirited Garden
: You will enjoy leisure walking in a rich variety of bonsai garden to
which one farm who loves bonsai and plants has devoted his whole
life, in order to make it one of the best bonsai garden

4. Lunch: Korean cuisine buffet
: You will experience a variety of Korean cuisine in bonsai garden
view
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5. Songarksan (Jeju’s Olle Trekking Route: 40 mins walking)
As one of Jeju’s Olle Trekking Route, Songaksan boasts
breathtaking scenic views along the coastline. The view from the
peak of Songaksan is truly enjoyable as you can see nearby islands
such as Mapado, Gapado, and Hyeongjeseom, and Yongmeori
coast and Sanbangsan
6. Sanbangsan (For short time photo-taking only)
: As UNESCO Geo-park, Sanbangsan will inspire you. And, you will
enjoy the view along the magnificent coastline with Jeju volcanic
island’s feature
※ Not climbing up to the peak

7. Jusangjeoli cliff
: You will be able to enjoy Spectacular stone pillar formed by lava
millions years ago Jeju’s nature feature as volcanic island

8. Selection of either Teddy bear museum Or Cheonjeyeon
waterfall
You will visit either Teddy bear museum which is one of the most
popular theme park as TV drama hot spot or Choenjeyoen waterfall
depending on your interest.

Drop-off at our selected hotels or Dongmun local market at
between 5:30pm and 6:00pm
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※ We will provide with quick photo-taking time so that you can enjoy the seasonal view by stopping
over or via seasonal spots with flowers

